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FIG. 4: Deep � 500 ks Chandra X-ray image (blue) and Very Large Array 330 MHz radio image (red) superposed
with the Hubble Space Telescope visual image of the galaxy cluster MS 0735+7421. The giant X-ray cavities, filled
with radio emission, are surrounded by a cocoon shock clearly visible in the Chandra image as an elliptical edge. The
box is roughly 800 kpc by 800 kpc.

F. Weak Shocks and Giant Cavities

In addition to the cavity enthalpy, shocks driven by the AGN outburst may contain a large fraction of
the energy released, thus working to heat the ICM. Such shocks have been long predicted by numerical
simulations [32, 95, 114] but are di⇥cult to detect since they are relatively weak (with Mach numbers
⇥ 1 � 2) and are seen in projection against the cooler, brighter gas in cluster cores. We also note that to
establish these surface brightness discontinuities as shocks one must measure an increase in temperature in
the so-called “post-shock region”, as the ICM is heated by the passage of the shock . Usually the existing
images are too shallow to rule out, e.g., the possibility that these features are cold front edges, due to gas
sloshing [e.g., 137]. Besides a very few examples of strong shocks (e.g., Centaurus A, with Mach number ⇥8,
[56, 130]), only recently elliptical surface brightness edges, consistent with arising from weak shock fronts
driven by the cavities as they initially expanded, have become to emerge in deep Chandra exposures of bright
clusters and groups. Beautiful examples of cocoon shocks are visible in the Hydra A cluster [147, 164] and
in the NGC 5813 group [183], see left panels of Figure 1.
The recent discovery of giant cavities and associated large-scale shocks in three clusters (MS 0735+7421

[147], Hercules A [163], Hydra A [164]) has shown that AGN outbursts not only can a�ect the central regions,
but also have an impact on cluster-wide scales possibly a�ecting the global properties of the ICM and the
cluster scaling relations. In particular, the giant cavities discovered in the galaxy cluster MS 0735+7421

Figure 2.5: Deep Chandra X-ray image (blue) and VLA 330 MHz radio image (red),

superposed to the HST optical image of the galaxy cluster MS0735.6+7421 (from

McNamara et al. 2005); the box is large 800 kpc.

argument applies to the bubble rims, explaining why they do not usually appear
hotter than the surrounding medium). In conclusion, it is statistically difficult to
observe very young and thus strong shocks (or bubbles). The previous simple
calculation, even without including the PV work, demonstrates that AGN shocks are
an essential – even primary – ingredient of the feedback heating required to quench
cooling flows, as also pointed out by our theoretical computed models (Chapters
XX - XX).

Along with shock cocoons, in a few deeply observed systems (like Perseus;
Fabian et al. 2006) several disturbances are detected in the surface brightness,
interpreted as concentric sound waves (or very weak shocks). These sonic ripples
(Figure 2.6) have pressure amplitudes ⇤ 5 � 10%, with a period 107 yr. The
dissipation of the sound waves could generate in principle additional heating
in order to sustain the cooling flow (Ruszkowski et al. 2004b). However, the
dissipation process is poorly understood, because the amount of viscosity (and
associated conduction) is still unknown5, although its presence is suggested by the

5For example, the viscosity coefficient for an unmagnetised plasma is on the order of the Spitzer value:

µ ⌅ 1.8 ⇥ 103 (kT/5 keV)5/2 g cm�1 s�1 (Braginskii 1958).
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Fig. 1.— Exposure corrected, background subtracted 0.3–2 keV Chandra image of NGC 5813. The image has been smoothed with a 1.5��

radius Gaussian and point sources have been filled-in by randomly drawing from a Poisson distribution fit to a local background annular
region. The image shows two pairs of cavities, plus an outer cavity to the northeast, two sharp edges to the northwest and southeast, and
bright rims around the pair of inner cavities.
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FIG. 3.— ACIS-S3 unsharp masked image of NGC 5044 in the 0.3-2.0 keV
band.

Beyond the central cavities and filaments, there are two edges
toward the south-east and one toward the north-west (see Fig.
2). The spectral analysis presented below (see §6) shows that
all of these edges are cold fronts and not shocks (i.e., the gas
interior to the fronts is cooler than the surrounding gas). The
innermost cold front located 30 kpc toward the south-east was
noted by Gastaldello et al. (2008) based on the earlier Chandra
observation. Another cold front is also visible toward the south-
east in Fig 2 with more of a spiral pattern and extends approxi-
mately 50 kpc toward the south. A corresponding spiral shaped
cold front is also seen in Fig. 2 toward the north-west. This
spiral feature is more obvious in the surface brightness analy-
sis presented below. Cold fronts are commonly found near the
central dominant galaxy in clusters and may be due to merger
induced sloshing of the central galaxy (Markevitch & Vikhlinin
2007; Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006). However, the two-arm
spiral pattern in NGC 5044 is more similar to the AGN inflated
”hour glass” shape feature observed in NGC 4636 (Jones et al.
2002; O’Sullivan, Vrtilek & Kempner 2005; Baldi et al. 2009).
The origin of the cold fronts in NGC 5044 will be discussed
in more detail below. The full complexity of the X-ray mor-
phology of NGC 5044 is best revealed in the unsharp masked
image shown in Fig. 3. This image shows the full extent of the
X-ray cavities and the enhancements in the surface brightness
around the cavities. There are also several larger and weaker
depressions in the unsharp masked image beyond the cavities
identified in Fig. 3. It is obvious from Fig. 3 that the cavi-
ties occupy a significant fraction of the total volume within the
central 10 kpc.

3.2. Radio Morphology
NGC 5044 was recently observed by the Giant Metrewave

Radio Telescope (GMRT) at frequencies of 235, 325 and
610 MHz as part of a sample of groups (Giacintucci et al.
2009a). Previous higher frequency observations of NGC 5044
only detected a compact radio source with a flat spectral index
consistent with a core-dominated source (Sparks et al. 1984).
The GMRT observation at 610 MHz shows the presence of
extended emission toward the south-east with a total flux of
8.5 mJy (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4.— GMRT 610 MHz contours overlayed on the raw 0.3-2.0 keV ACIS
image. The beam size is 18⇥⇥ by 13⇥⇥ and the lowest radio contour is shown at
3! = 0.2mJy/b.

The two off-set peaks in the 610Mhz radio image visible in Fig.
4 suggest that the 610 MHz radio emission arises from within
a torus shaped region with the axis of the torus in the plane
of the sky. This figure also shows that the cool gas in the SE
filament appears to be threading the center of the torus. This
behavior is very similar to that seen in numerical simulations
of buoyantly rising AGN inflated bubbles which develop into
torus-like structures with cool gas from the center of the cluster
being dredged up in their wakes (Churazov et al. 2001; Gardini
2007; Revaz et al. 2008). This phenomenon is observed in the
eastern arm of M87 (Forman et al. 2007) and in the dredging up
of H " filaments behind AGN inflated bubbles in the Perseus
cluster (Hatch et al. 2006).
The radio emission at 235 MHz is much more extended than

the emission at 610 MHz and there is little overlap between the
two frequencies (see Fig. 5). The lack of any detected emission
at 610 MHz in the same region as the 235 MHz emission in-
dicates that the radio spectrum must be very steep with a spec-
tral index of " >

� 1.6. The absence of any 610 MHz emission
in the 235 MHz radio lobes implies that the radio spectrum
of the lobes must be fairly flat (" <

� 1.6). There are two sepa-
rate extended components in the 235 MHz observation. One of
the components originates at the center of NGC 5044, passes
through the southern cavity and then bends toward the west just
behind the SE cold front (see Fig. 6). The bending is probably
due to the streaming of gas behind the SE cold front. Beyond
the SE cold front, the radio emission sharply bends toward the
south, possibly due to the effects of buoyancy. While the cav-
ities in NGC 5044 have a nearly isotropic distribution, Fig. 6
shows that all of the extended radio emission lies to the south
and south-east. Fig 6. also shows that no radio emission is
detected in most of the X-ray cavities.
The GMRT observation at 235 MHz shows that there is a

second detached radio lobe toward the south-east (see Figs. 5
and 6). The north-western edge of the this radio lobe coincides
with the SE cold front, suggesting that the relativistic material
in the lobe was produced by an earlier radio outburst

Figure 2.2: Chandra ACIS-S3 unsharp masked image of the galaxy group NGC 5044 in the

0.3-2.0 keV band (from David et al. 2009).

hole mass of MBH ⇧ 109 M⇤ (e.g. Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 20002),
an amount of energy EBH ⇧ 0.1 MBHc2 ⇧ 2 ⇥ 1062 erg could in principle be injected
in the surrounding gas. This is a sizeable fraction of the whole energy radiated away
by the intracluster medium in a massive cluster lifetime and is significantly larger
than the binding energy of the interstellar medium in a typical elliptical galaxy
or group (Egal ⇧ Mgal �2, where Mgal and � are the galaxy mass and velocity
dispersion, respectively):

EBH

Egal
⇧ 2 ⇥ 10�4

� c
�

⇥2
⌅> 100 , (2.1)

using the common relation MBH ⇧ 2⇥10�3Mgal (Häring & Rix 2004), and assuming
� ⌅< 400 km s�1.

The most visible manifestation of AGN heating are certainly underdense bubbles
(e.g. Boehringer et al. 1993; Blanton et al. 2001; Finoguenov & Jones 2001; Jones
et al. 2002; Rafferty et al. 2006; McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Finoguenov et al.
2008; Rafferty et al. 2008), which rise buoyantly in the hot atmosphere, dissipating
their mechanical energy via weak shocks and turbulent wakes. The fairly common
presence of X-ray cavities with bright cold rims, often coincident with lobes of

2The current record is held by NGC 4889, with MBH ⌅ 2 ⇥ 1010 M⇤; McConnell et al. 2011.
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FIG. 1: Top Left: The green contours outlining the 330 MHz radio emission from Lane et al. [131] are overlaid onto
the 0.5–7.5 keV Chandra image of the galaxy cluster Hydra A (z=0.0538). The extended radio lobes fill a large-scale
system of X-ray cavities and are surrounded by a “cocoon” shock. See also §VF and §VH. Adapted from Nulsen
et al. [164]. Top Right: Very Large Array (VLA) radio contours overlaid onto the 0.5–7.0 Chandra image of the
galaxy cluster RBS 797 (z=0.35). The subarsec resolution radio image shows the details of the innermost 4.8 GHz
radio jets (blue contours), which clearly point in a north-south direction. Remarkably, these inner jets are almost
perpendicular to the axis of the 1.4 GHz emission observed at 1′′ resolution (green contours), which is elongated in
the northeast-southwest direction filling the X-ray cavities. Adapted from Gitti et al. [105]. Bottom Left: 0.3–2 keV
Chandra image of the galaxy group NGC 5813 (z=0.0066) with 1.4 GHz VLA (blue) and 235 MHz Giant Metrewave
Radio Telescope (green) radio contours overlaid. The image shows two pairs of cavities, plus an outer cavity to the
northeast, two sharp edges to the northwest and southeast, and bright rims around the pair of inner cavities. Adapted
from Randall et al. [183]. Bottom Right: 235 MHz GMRT contours overlaid on the smoothed 0.5–2.0 keV Chandra
image of the compact group HCG 62 (z=0.0137). The radio source shows a disturbed morphology with inner lobes
clearly filling the well defined X-ray cavities, but with outer lobes having no associated X-ray cavities (see also §VD).
Adapted from Gitti et al. [109].

the other hand, simulations indicate that pV varies with time during the cavity evolution and may be an
inaccurate measure of the total energy released [140, 141]. Cavity power estimates within a factor of two
of the simulated values seem possible provided the inclination angle of the jets is known accurately [149].
Bearing this caveat in mind, when divided by the cavity age, tcav, the observational measurements give an
estimate of the so called “cavity power”, Pcav. Since shocks are very difficult to detect and are currently
known only in a few systems (e.g., Hydra A [164], MS 0735+7421 [147], HCG 62 [109], NGC 5813 [183]),

hot halos



X-ray extraction radii:

Gaspari et al. 2019
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“For complexity, ... ” 
(physical) 

KEY: SIMULATIONS AS CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS



8.5. ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT (AMR) GRID WITH PARAMESH 91

Figure 8.5: A simple computational domain showing varying levels of refinement in a total of 16 blocks.
The dotted lines outline the guard cells for the block marked with a circle.

PARAMESH also enforces flux conservation at jumps in refinement, as described by Berger and Colella
(1989). At jumps in refinement, the fluxes of mass, momentum, energy (total and internal), and species
density in the fine cells across boundary cell faces are summed and passed to their parent. The parent’s
neighboring cell will be at the same level of refinement as the summed flux cell because PARAMESH limits
the jumps in refinement to one level between blocks. The flux in the parent that was computed by the
more accurate fine cells is taken as the correct flux through the interface and is passed to the corresponding
coarse face on the neighboring block (see Figure 8.6). The summing allows a geometrical weighting to be
implemented for non-Cartesian geometries, which ensures that the proper volume-corrected flux is computed.

8.5.1 Additional Data Structures

PARAMESH maintains much additional information about the mesh. In particular, oct-tree related informa-
tion is kept in various arrays which are declared in a F90 module called “tree”. It includes the physical
coordinate of a block’s center, its physical size, level of refinement, and much more. These data structures
also acts as temporary storage while updating refinement in the grid and moving the blocks. This metadata
should in general not be accessed directly by application code. The Grid API contains subroutines for
accessing the most important pars of this metadata on a block by block basis, like Grid getBlkBoundBox,
Grid getBlkCenterCoords, Grid getBlkPhysicalSize, Grid getBlkRefineLevel, and Grid getBlkType.

FLASH has its own oneBlock data structure that stores block specific information. This data structure
keeps the physical coordinates of each cell in the block. For each dimension, the coordinates are stored for
the LEFT_EDGE, the RIGHT_EDGE and the center of the cell. The coordinates are determined from “cornerID”
which is also a part of this data structure.

The concept of cornerID was introduced in FLASH3; it serves three purposes. First, it creates a unique
global identity for every cell that can come into existence at any time in the course of the simulation. Second,
it can prevent machine precision error from creeping into the spatial coordinates calculation. Finally, it can
help pinpoint the location of a block within the oct-tree of PARAMESH. Another useful integer variable is the
concept of a stride. A stride indicates the spacing factor between one cell and the cell directly to its right
when calculating the cornerID. At the maximum refinement level, the stride is 1, at the next higher level
it is 2, and so on. Two consecutive cells at refinement level n are numbered with a stride of 2lrefine max�n

where 1 � n � lrefine max.

AMR blocks:
high scalability 
(100k+ CPUs)

AMR

PPM: Godunov method: inteuler, twoshock!

!! For PPM, compute left and right states by averaging over 
characteristic region (causal region for time step !t) 

!! Average left and right regions become constant regions to 
be feed into Riemann solver (twoshock). 
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• Integral form of the hydro equations (cell averages)
• Well suited to study: shocks & discontinuities
• Good conservation of mass, momentum and energy

PPM PIECEWISE PARABOLIC METHOD 
(III order; Woodward & Colella 1984)

(FLASH4, ATHENA++, GAMER2)

Eulerian MHD codes
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• concentric SMR zooming:  box = 100 kpc → dx ~ 0.1 pc

                                                                 

• 3D eulerian gas dynamics: unsplit PPM  (3rd order) + varying physics

• galaxy group with dark matter halo: Mvir = 4x1013 Mʘ 

• central elliptical galaxy (NGC 5044): Mstar = 3.4x1011 Mʘ 

• SMBH: Mbh = 3x109 Mʘ → relativistic PW:  φPW = −GMbh/(r − RS)

• observed gas T(r) [cool-core] → n(r) via hydrostatic equilibrium 

feeding simulation

                                                                 
~106 range

typical massively parallel run:

SIMS AS CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS
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pure hot mode (Bondi)

ṀBondi = 4⇡(GMBH)
2⇢1/c3s,1ṀBondi = 4⇡(GMBH)
2⇢1/c3s,1

DENSITY

TEMPERATURE - massw

ACCRETION RATE

TEMP - massw MG+2013



pure hot mode (Bondi)

ṀBondi = 4⇡(GMBH)
2⇢1/c3s,1ṀBondi = 4⇡(GMBH)
2⇢1/c3s,1

DENSITY

TEMPERATURE - massw

ACCRETION RATE

TEMP - massw

ACCRETION RATE
(normalized)

rBondi

kpc scale

MG+2013



pure hot mode (rotating)

spherical

rotation

Accretion rate

Angular momentum distribution
(r < 8 kpc)

1/3 suppression:                                                             
geometrically thick toroidal region: ~ invariant with initial rotation

vrot,gas ⇡ 100 km s�1

accretion through a funnel with ✓ ⇠ ⇡/4

unstable structure: mild variability

Gaspari et al. 2014

⇠ 0.3 vcirc

MG+2015



turbulence in hot halos 
AGN feedback, SNe, mergers, galaxy/group infall

subsonic (100s km/s)

simulated
galaxy cluster

|v| cut

MG+14

Simulations: e.g., 
Norman & Bryan 1999, 
Lau, Nagai et al. 2009, 
Vazza et al. 2011,  
MG+2012b, Miniati+13

HITOMI+16 MG+13,14,16

�⇢/⇢ ⇠ Mach1D

Typically, relaxed to unrelaxed 
systems -> Mach3D~0.2-0.5

amplitude 
spectrum

of ICM fluctuations

see also recent Ogorzalek+17 for similar 
RGS constraints in ETGs



turbulent hot mode (rotation)

ACCRETION RATE

pure Bondi

Tat ⌘ vrot/�v

Tat < 1

Tat > 1
generation of local 

vorticity: again 
~1/3 suppression

Tat > 1 similar to purely 
rotating run         

(solid black line)
Tat < 1

broadening allows retrograde motions

turbulent Taylor number

MG+15



radiative cooling 

Bremsstrahlung

plasma line coolingCIE

neutral

molecular

erg s
−1

cm
−3L ' �n2⇤

Sutherland & Dopita 1993
Inoue & Inutsuka 2008



McDonald+2010-2011

Perseus 
Fabian et al.

Werner+2014 David+2014

CO 
ALMA

radiative 
cooling 

Sun+2007-12



pure cold mode

TEMP - massw

DENS
(cold+hot)

pure Bondi

ṀBH ⇠ Ṁcool

MG+13

MG+13



pure cold mode (rotation)

adiabatic (rotation)

cold thin disc

Ṁcool COLD THIN DISC

size of the disc: how long the cooling-dominated phase 
has lasted (low heating and turbulence)

many elliptical galaxies with inner discs: 
Mathews & Brighenti 2003; Young et al. 2011; 
Alatalo+2013; NGC 6868 and NGC 7049: Werner+2014

ṀBH

MG+15



RGB surface density: plasma (blue), warm gas (red), cold gas (green)

a.k.a. Chaotic Cold Accretion [CCA] —  Gaspari et al. 2013

chaotic streamlines => recurrent 
multiphase gas interactions

TURBULENCE + COOLING 

σv ~150 km/s 
as found by Hitomi

raining on black holes

CCA has been tested and corroborated by many subsequent observational and theoretical studies, e.g.:                                                                  
Voit & Donahue 2015; Voit 2015-2018; Werner+2014; David+2014, Li & Bryan 2014, 2015; Wong+2014; Russell+2015; Valentini & Brighenti 2015; 

Yang+2015-2016; Meece+2016; Tremblay+2015-2018; Prasad+2016; David+2017; McDonald+2018-2021; Maccagni+2018-2021; Nagai+2019; 
Rose+2019, 2020; Storchi-Bergmann+2019; Juranova+2019-2020; Schellenberger+2020; Olivares+2019-2022; Temi+22; McKinley+2022; Fiore+2023



multiphase rain: 
1. hot plasma 

hard X-ray

soft X-ray

• turbulent eddies imprint => 
naturally create “cavities”/”fronts”

• X-ray “filaments” start to 
appear below 0.5 keV

Buote+04

• weak subsonic turbulence is 
enough to trigger CCA

MG+17



multiphase rain: 
2. warm phase 

optical/UV

IR/21-cm

ionized warm phase

neutral warm phase

Werner+14: SOAR

• robust thermal instability/
multiphase condensation criterion:

• top-down condensation: ionized 
skin envelops neutral filaments

• filaments naturally form out of the 
interacting sheets between large-scale eddies

MG+17

C ⌘ tcool/teddy ⇡ 1
MG+18



multiphase rain: 
3. cold/molecular phase 

David+14-17, Schellenberger+20: ALMA
CO intensity

• GMAs (giant molecular associations), radius < 50-70 pc
with surface density ranging 50-200 Msun/pc2   (~galactic clouds)

• cospatial with warm phase and soft X-ray plasma, though more compact

• dynamically supported (virial parameter >> 1) — turbulent pressure dominant

radioMG+17



kinematic tracers - rain/cca 
observational tests

MG+18

red points: ~80 systems (Hα+[NII], HI, CO, [CII] lines) — contours: SIMS lognormal distributions

(massive galaxies in groups and clusters)

substantial line broadening and small scatter large line shifts and narrow broadening: accreting clouds

spectral line broadening = turbulent motions vs. line shift = bulk motions

VIMOS IFU single spectra

1-3 sigma SIMS

1-3 sigma SIMS

• r < 100 pc funneling of clouds with 100s km/s                       
(probed by ALMA, e.g., N5044, A2597) 

HI, CO absorption
ALMA, VLA, WSRT



kinematic tracers - rain/cca 
observational tests

MG+18

red points: ~80 systems (Hα+[NII], HI, CO, [CII] lines) — contours: SIMS lognormal distributions

(massive galaxies in groups and clusters)

substantial line broadening and small scatter large line shifts and narrow broadening: accreting clouds

spectral line broadening = turbulent motions vs. line shift = bulk motions

VIMOS IFU single spectra

1-3 sigma SIMS

HI, CO absorption
ALMA, VLA, WSRT

1-3 sigma SIMS

• r < 100 pc funneling of clouds with 100s km/s                       
(probed by ALMA, e.g., N5044, A2597) 

A2597
Tremblay+16-18

CO absorption
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can be modeled as quasi-spherical viscous accretion:
Gaspari+2017

• leaf clouds via clump finder algorithm

• network of condensed structures

• key for AGN obscuration/unification 
models (BLR, NLR)

• angular momentum mixing/cancellation 
via inelastic collisions

effective collisional viscosity

mean free path

average inflow rate

recurrent 2 dex boost in accretion rate ~ 100x Bondi rate

(for massive ETG)

chaotic cold accretion 
dynamics



Angular momentum  
cancellation

Capture  
by clumpy 
torus



chaotic cold accretion 
variability

constant variance per log interval => large self-similar variability on different timescales
characteristic of fractal and chaotic phenomena: 

quasars (e.g., 3C273), sunspots, meteorological data/RAINFALLS, heart beat rhythms, neural activity, stock market, …

PINK/FLICKER 
NOISE

can explain ubiquitous rapid 
AGN and HMXBs variability

MG+17
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Fig. 1.— Exposure corrected, background subtracted 0.3–2 keV Chandra image of NGC 5813. The image has been smoothed with a 1.5��

radius Gaussian and point sources have been filled-in by randomly drawing from a Poisson distribution fit to a local background annular
region. The image shows two pairs of cavities, plus an outer cavity to the northeast, two sharp edges to the northwest and southeast, and
bright rims around the pair of inner cavities.
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FIG. 4: Deep � 500 ks Chandra X-ray image (blue) and Very Large Array 330 MHz radio image (red) superposed
with the Hubble Space Telescope visual image of the galaxy cluster MS 0735+7421. The giant X-ray cavities, filled
with radio emission, are surrounded by a cocoon shock clearly visible in the Chandra image as an elliptical edge. The
box is roughly 800 kpc by 800 kpc.

F. Weak Shocks and Giant Cavities

In addition to the cavity enthalpy, shocks driven by the AGN outburst may contain a large fraction of
the energy released, thus working to heat the ICM. Such shocks have been long predicted by numerical
simulations [32, 95, 114] but are di⇥cult to detect since they are relatively weak (with Mach numbers
⇥ 1 � 2) and are seen in projection against the cooler, brighter gas in cluster cores. We also note that to
establish these surface brightness discontinuities as shocks one must measure an increase in temperature in
the so-called “post-shock region”, as the ICM is heated by the passage of the shock . Usually the existing
images are too shallow to rule out, e.g., the possibility that these features are cold front edges, due to gas
sloshing [e.g., 137]. Besides a very few examples of strong shocks (e.g., Centaurus A, with Mach number ⇥8,
[56, 130]), only recently elliptical surface brightness edges, consistent with arising from weak shock fronts
driven by the cavities as they initially expanded, have become to emerge in deep Chandra exposures of bright
clusters and groups. Beautiful examples of cocoon shocks are visible in the Hydra A cluster [147, 164] and
in the NGC 5813 group [183], see left panels of Figure 1.
The recent discovery of giant cavities and associated large-scale shocks in three clusters (MS 0735+7421

[147], Hercules A [163], Hydra A [164]) has shown that AGN outbursts not only can a�ect the central regions,
but also have an impact on cluster-wide scales possibly a�ecting the global properties of the ICM and the
cluster scaling relations. In particular, the giant cavities discovered in the galaxy cluster MS 0735+7421

Figure 2.5: Deep Chandra X-ray image (blue) and VLA 330 MHz radio image (red),

superposed to the HST optical image of the galaxy cluster MS0735.6+7421 (from

McNamara et al. 2005); the box is large 800 kpc.

argument applies to the bubble rims, explaining why they do not usually appear
hotter than the surrounding medium). In conclusion, it is statistically difficult to
observe very young and thus strong shocks (or bubbles). The previous simple
calculation, even without including the PV work, demonstrates that AGN shocks are
an essential – even primary – ingredient of the feedback heating required to quench
cooling flows, as also pointed out by our theoretical computed models (Chapters
XX - XX).

Along with shock cocoons, in a few deeply observed systems (like Perseus;
Fabian et al. 2006) several disturbances are detected in the surface brightness,
interpreted as concentric sound waves (or very weak shocks). These sonic ripples
(Figure 2.6) have pressure amplitudes ⇤ 5 � 10%, with a period 107 yr. The
dissipation of the sound waves could generate in principle additional heating
in order to sustain the cooling flow (Ruszkowski et al. 2004b). However, the
dissipation process is poorly understood, because the amount of viscosity (and
associated conduction) is still unknown5, although its presence is suggested by the

5For example, the viscosity coefficient for an unmagnetised plasma is on the order of the Spitzer value:

µ ⌅ 1.8 ⇥ 103 (kT/5 keV)5/2 g cm�1 s�1 (Braginskii 1958).

M. Gaspari PhD Thesis

MS0735.6 cluster (McNamara+2005)
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Wittor & Gaspari 2020

• stretching motions balanced by rarefactions

• baroclinic motions subdominant (except nucleus)

turbulence - enstrophy

ENSTROPHY ~ magnitude (squared) 
of vorticity/turbulence
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icm power spectrum  
probing turbulence & conduction

Khatri & Gaspari 2016 Chandra
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Kolmogorov cascade

�⇢/⇢ ⇠ Mach1D [Gaspari & Churazov 2013; Gaspari et al. 2014]
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from 3D hydro simulations:
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Figure 4. Evolution of the elliptical galaxy with circumgalactic gas and mechanical feedback efficiency ϵ = 8×10−4. Left
column, from top to bottom panel: cooling rate as a function of time (red line; cf. CF model – black line); electron
number density and spectroscopic-like temperature at increasing times. The points in the last two panels represent
observational data of NGC 5044 (David et al. 1994; Buote et al. 2003). Right column: injected mechanical energy,
(single) outflow power and velocity as a function of time.

problem (e.g. linked to numerical diffusion and reso-
lution). We will attack this problem elsewhere, with
dedicated simulations. Nevertheless, the result is
qualitatively robust: off-centre cooling exists, as in-
dicated by observations, and it can be triggered by
the AGN feedback process. This property, together
with all the previously consistent X-ray features,
strengthens the key role of mechanical AGN out-
flows in regulating the thermal and dynamical evo-
lution of elliptical galaxies.

5 DISCUSSION

1) Summarize results, compare outflows with clusters and
groups. 2 Feedback ok during the growth of the structure.
a) We do not know microphysics of accretion −− > indi-
rect results; however, feedback quench CF, reproduce pro-
files and several features. Successful for the CF problem, but
also corroborated from other different unrelated angles.
b) far notare che siamo convergenti nel gruppo, CF e feed-
back (cambia un po’ efficienza, ma non drasticamente); mi-

crofisica del duty cycle non molto rilevante per il CF problem
in senso lato.

2) Compare outflows with other proposed mechanisms
(such as radiative feedback [Ciotti& Ostriker], thermal feed-
back [Hernquist group; Cattaneo & Teyssier]. Emphasize
that cavity heating can originate from massive outflows too!
a) Need more resolution for strict comparison, however pre-
liminary tests show that... Compton Heating + Rad pres-
sure... isotropic not good; need very high densities+power
to induce feedback on kpc scales.

3) Galassie isolate, sono praticamente una manciata e
anche quelle hanno il CGG. Senza CGG il feedback appare
meno continuo (less fuel supply). CGG model is very good
e decisamente piu’ realistico.

4) Comparison simulazioni con osservazioni is not easy!
SBx/projection riduce tutte le microfeature del feedback
e rimangono solo gli effetti piu’ powerful e vicini al core.
Persino il canale e’ spesso invisibile. Need for very deep ob-
servations in the few central kpc of ETG.

5) feedback cycle: jet, cavity, shock, ripples, turbu-
lence, path fragmentation, entrainment, (enrichment). a)
commento sul ”duty cycle”, frequenza

6) cold gas −− > more resolution, see more fila-

c⃝ 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18

• 1. Quenching cooling rate                
(< 10% pure cooling flow)

• 2. Cool core preservation 

pure CF

AGN feedback

DENS

X-ray TEMP

INJECTED ENERGY

JET POWER

JET VELOCITY

galaxy group NGC 5044 Gaspari+12b
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increasing complexity

Fiore, Gaspari, Luminari, Tozzi (2023) A&A, sub.
How to effectively quantify complexity?



what is complexity? 
(a few ideas)

1. N components very large — complex systems consist of a large number of interacting elements, making it 

challenging to understand and predict their collective behavior (highly complex: N ~ 100 billions)

2. Interconnectedness  —  the  components  of  a  complex  system  are  highly  interconnected,  with  their 

interactions often non-linear and difficult to predict (each node 100s-1000s connections)

3. Emergence — collective behavior cannot be predicted from the behavior of individual micro components: 

new properties/“laws” emerge at a coarser macro scale from the interactions between such components

4. Adaptation  — complex  systems are  highly  dynamic  and capable  of  adapting  to  changing conditions, 

leading to further emergent behavior (often in self-similar way)


